
AP Computer Science 
Conventions & Project Logistics 

Adapted from Ms. Martin’s “Code Conventions & Logistics” slides by Mr. Bergquist, September 2011 



Why coding conventions? 
•  80% of the lifetime cost of a piece of software goes to 

maintenance. 

•  Hardly any software is maintained for its whole life by 
the original author. 

•  Code conventions improve the readability of the 
software, allowing engineers to understand new code 
more quickly and thoroughly. 

•  If you ship your source code as a product, you need to 
make sure it is as well packaged and clean as any other 
product you create. 

http://java.sun.com/docs/codeconv/html/CodeConventions.doc.html#16712 



No sloppiness allowed! 

Our APCS Coding Conventions 



Project 1: Song 
Highlights: 

•  Use Static methods, printlns only – NO println in main 

•  More syntax practice 

•  Graded on  
o  external correctness -- output looks right 
o  internal correctness -- methods capture structure 
o  style -- follows coding conventions 

•  Due next Thursday 9/22 



Logistics 
•  Give me username and password in survey today 



Reminder: late policy 
•  6 "free" late days for the year you can use a maximum 

of 3 on one assignment. 

•  After that, it’s -10% per additional day (ouch) 

•  Can turn in up to 4 days late, after that 0!! 

•  Why?  So we can review assignments and move on.  
This is a fast paced class and I want to provide prompt 
feedback. 



Academic integrity  
•  Do talk about concepts and conventions 

•  Take a break before coding 

•  Copied code is very easy to spot! 

•  Never talk in Java 

•  Never show your assignment code to others, but feel 
free to look at exercises together! 



Right now 
•  An optional Structured Decomposition Demo 
•  In the Lab, work on the Methods & Decomposition 

Worksheet & show me your cookie decompositions 
•  Fill out survey linked from the website 
•  Review Project 1 
•  Ask questions 
•  When Mr. Carpenter’s class needs the lab, we will 

look at Expressions & Variables. 




